
REPORT VERSUS ESSAY

Usually your tutor will decide what form your writing should take and will lay it out in the assessment criteria. However,
the further you go into your academic.

Reports have no universal structure as a rule, and the structure will likely depend on a professor's or
employer's preferences. A report writer will not be flexing any creative muscles since the information they're
required to include is based more on numbers and results than what the writer feels is important to explain
about the topic. Essay writing According to the educationists, essay can be described as an academic paper
that is used to describe, analyze and evaluate a certain topic or an issue. Essays are mostly used in the field of
Education and are usually about academic subjects. Academic reports, Business reports, Laboratory reports
are examples of such reports. Literature is the source for writing an essay. Just lots of writing with paragraphs
breaks. When it comes to an essay, essay literature forms the basis of an essay. Essays, especially business
essays, often use real-world examples to illustrate a concept or theory but a conceptual, or abstract, idea is the
focus. Generally, it includes an introduction, main body and conclusion. Reports often do include an
introduction and conclusion, but instead of body paragraphs that define the argument or point of the essay, a
report writer presents data and then uses their written words to explain the data and what can be inferred from
it rather than requiring abstract thought. Reports are used in different fields, and various types of reports
written for different purposes can be found in our day to day life. Strictly speaking the sense differs when it
comes to the understanding of the purport of the two words, report and essay. One of the main difference
between essay and report is the purpose. What is a Report? Expository essays generally use words to lay out
their information while a report relies less on words and more on numbers and data. The purpose of an essay is
to show how well you have understood the question and are able to answer it. The choice of sections will
depend on the purpose of your report and, while at uni, the preferences of your tutor or department. On the
other hand, an essay is a description of a historical event or a character of a person. You may also need to
analyse these events or results, or use them to put forward a proposal for future action or to solve a particular
problem University essays usually require some form of argument in response to the essay question. There are
several.


